Recent institutionalist scholarship has theorized the liberalization or "disorganization" of capitalism as the result of shifts in economic actors' "logic of action" towards opportunism.
Introduction
In the current climate it is difficult to imagine managers or bankers to put collective interests before the maximization of profit-making without external pressure to do so. Both critics and advocates of capitalism tend to agree that, either in actual fact or as an ideal, depending on the point of view, the 'business of business is business'; to use Friedman's formula. In other words, economic actors (individual or collective) are solely motivated by the profit motive. For critical authors, this is a regrettable but inevitable truth of capitalism (Korpi 2006 , Streeck 2009a ; for advocates of capitalism it is a constantly threatened but crucial element of any market economy (Friedman 1970) . In this paper, we explore the seemingly unlikely possibility that economic actors may voluntarily embrace self-restraint.
Arguably, the current literature in political economy largely neglects such a possibility. The literature rather suggests that capitalism almost naturally tends towards liberalization and moves towards "non-liberal" institutions would generally result from top-down processes (e.g. Streeck 2009a Streeck , 2001 Thelen 2012; Höpner 2007) . 1 The presence of an external force is generally seen as a necessary condition for corporations to act in their long-term self-interest or to act in the collective interest. In that sense, economic actors as "rule-takers" would generally be compelled to comply with external pressure from the state or unions. However, neo-institutionalist scholarship in political economy has also increasingly acknowledged that such "rule-takers" often play a central role in institutional change. Empirical support for this insight comes from cases of liberalization of formerly constrained or "embedded" market economies (e.g. Hall and Thelen 2009; Mahoney and Thelen 2010; Streeck and Thelen 2005) .
The increased focus on economic actors' behaviors within institutional constraints has led to the realization that formal regulatory and legal change only leads to actual change if actors' behaviors change too (Culpepper 2005) . This has led to a recent realization that change in modern capitalism takes place when rule-takers' logic of action shifts. Thus, Streeck and Thelen write: "[f] undamental change […] ensues when a multitude of actors switch from one logic of action to another " (2005: 18) . To be more specific, the "disorganization" or 4 liberalization of capitalism can be understood as a process by which a utilitarian logic becomes the dominant logic for rule-takers. As a theory of change this approach remains in its infancy, and it is unclear how change as a collective shift in logics of action might unfold or what causes shifts in logics of action. Moreover, this insight has been applied only to liberal change so far. Nonetheless, it is a promising approach not just to conceptualize liberalization, but also for understanding non-liberal change, as this paper will show.
Our goal in this article is to explore the possibility -opened but not further explored by this recent scholarship -that rule-takers could be central players not just in processes of liberalization but also in institutional change moving in the opposite direction, i.e. towards the "organization" of capitalism through institutions fostering collective interests (Höpner 2007) .
In other words, we intend to propose a framework for dynamic, rule-takers-driven shifts from liberal to non-liberal political economy institutions.
The framework presented in this paper combines two elements. Firstly, we link the liberal-, the coordinated-, and the organized types of capitalism -categories that we take from Höpner (2007) -with particular logics of action, which we term "opportunism", "enlightened self-interest" and "strong solidarity" respectively. Secondly, we theoretically elaborate a mechanism that allows us to explain the shift from one of these logics to another. Finally, we discuss at length an empirical example from the Swiss financial industry: the institutionalization of protection against foreign share ownership in Swiss firms in 1961. This case constitutes an example of the emergence of an institution that forces economic actors to refrained from maximizing their profits in the name of collective non-material interests. We argue that neither the state nor trade unions were a real threat for powerful and well-organized business interests. Trade unions are weak in Switzerland and the state was very slow to act and open to the lobbying and intervention by business interests. Rather, the emergence of that institution was a bottom-up process, where the central actors have been bankers and industrialists, i.e. rule takers.
We use this example as a "critical case" (Gerring 2007) to demonstrate shortcomings in current explanations of "organization" in market economies, and as a test case for our own 5 theoretical framework. The paper thus contributes to our understanding of processes of bottom-up institutional change by complementing current actor-centered institutional theories (Mayntz and Scharpf 1995) and the political economy literature.
State of the art: the growing importance of agency in neo-institutionalist political economy
Several recent contributions in comparative political economy and historical institutionalism have emphasized the need for a better theoretical understanding of agency in processes of change. This has particularly been the case of the literature on preference formation (cf. Katznelson & Weingast 2005) . 2 Peter Hall (2005 and has underlined the necessity for historical institutionalists to explain the actions of political actors with reference to the multiple dimensions characterizing the social relations in which actors are embedded.
Wolfgang Streeck has also increasingly focused on the micro-level processes that are at play in the transformations of capitalism (and more specifically in liberalization). Streeck has emphasized how a better specification of the relationship between actors and institutions would "fill the empty space caused by over-generalized concepts of action, like rational choice, or by neglect of the need for a micro-foundation of macro-sociological theorizing" in the political economy literature (Streeck 2009b: 30) .
One promising way to further our understanding of processes of preference formation is through the concept of "logics of action." A "logic of action" can be defined as the set of goals or motivations that influence the way in which actors organize their preferences. It captures hence a more general and fundamental set of predispositions than preferences.
"Logic of action" has been a rather divisive concept in institutionalist political science (e.g.
Goldmann 2005), after March and Olsen (1989) used it to distinguish between a "logic of consequences" and a "logic of appropriateness." Yet, it can also be integrative and associate various dimensions of human rationality within a single approach.
In the political economy literature, apart from some early discussions of this topic (e.g. Dore 1983 on "dispositions to action"), Zysman (1994) was one of the first to elaborate on 6 this notion of "logic of action". He suggested that a typical "logic of action" is linked to any given model of capitalism. Deeg (2005) has adopted a more complex view by considering how several "logics of action" might coexist and compete within a given political economy (also Crouch and Keune 2005; Lounsbury 2007 ). Höpner (2007) has developed further the link between actors' logics of action and institutional contexts, by focusing on the status of business corporations in society, i.e. the extent to which a given institution expects private businesses to act purely in their narrow self-interest, or rather expects them to take into account collective goals and interests beyond profit-seeking. He writes:
Historical and regional forms of capitalism can be distinguished with respect to the status of firms in society. The distinctive feature is the extent to which economic matters inside firms, beyond firm-level rationality, are in the service of collective interests beyond the firm level.
At the one end of the spectrum, firms are the private business of their owners and insiders. At the other, they are quasi-public infrastructures and, therefore, constrained in their economic decisions by institutionally sanctioned collective interests. (Höpner 2007: 6-7) Höpner's perspective allows us to distinguish between variants of non-liberal capitalisms depending on whether the firm's sole goal is profit-making, or whether profit-making is subservient to non-utilitarian goals defined by a "collective interest". Theorizing the relation between political economy institutions and individual "logics" or "rationalities" is particularly important, because scholars increasingly consider institutional change to result from shifts in the rationality and behavior of collectives. Most explicitly, Deeg (2005) and Streeck and Thelen (2005) developed the idea that institutional change corresponds with a shift in the logic of action experienced by multiple actors collectively. Streeck has explored this idea further, focusing on the importance of a shift towards "a typically opportunistic, nontraditionalist, individualistic, rational-egoistic, and utility-maximizing actor disposition" (2009b: 27) and the subversion of non-utilitarian goals in liberalization processes, and the corresponding departure from institutions that impose collective interests on economic actors.
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In Streeck's (2009a) view, capitalism has an inherent tendency to encourage actors' opportunistic behavior, but he also acknowledges the possibility (without much optimism, however) of a " reconstruction of normatively institutionalized limits on the egoistic-rational pursuit of interests" (Streeck 2009b: 27) . The literature has explained the existence and persistence of institutions constraining profit-making behavior as the result of a strong and active state (Streeck 2001; Manow 2001; Martin and Thelen 2007) . Alternatively, strong counter-powers to corporate actors in the form of strong unions may impose collective goals on firms and employers (the so-called "power resource approach"; e.g. Kinderman 2005; Korpi 2006 Korpi , 1983 Martin & Swank 2012; Thelen 2012) . In other words, an external force is needed to ensure that collective interests "beyond firm-level rationality" -i.e. the profit motive -are protected in a capitalist economy (Höpner 2007; also Hall and Soskice 2001; Thelen 2012 ).
The possibility that firms might pursue collective interests voluntarily has generally been neglected in this literature. Arguably, this is because it runs against the deeply ingrained belief that in a capitalist system economic actors are motivated by purely selfish, material goals. Such assumptions may allow for some degree of coordination between capitalists for the sake of their long-term interests. However, they do not allow for institutions that sacrifice self-interests to emerge spontaneously, because that would assume altruistic behavior, which the model does not allow for. In the works of several scholars (e.g. Dore 1983; Lounsbury 2007; Mizruchi 2013; Vogel 1978) there is some evidence that the latter -voluntary selfrestraint without regard for long-term self-interests -does exist in certain circumstances. The question becomes hence, under what circumstances such non-gain-oriented logics might be activated and then become institutionalized.
In sum, one finds in the recent literature in political economy an increasing awareness that the institutional context affects actors' broad dispositions to act(what we call "logics of action") and that such logics of action may be an important element in understanding institutional change. Yet, to date there are only sketches of a theory that explains these links 8 between institutions and actors as well as how and when actors might shift from one logic of action to another. Similarly, relatively little has been written on the causal link between shifts in rationalities or logics of action on the one hand, and liberal and non-liberal change in political economy on the other hand. In the following two sections, we propose a theoretical framework that addresses these shortcomings.
Linking institutions and logics of actions in two steps
3.1.
Step 1: types of capitalist institutions and logics of action
To understand change in economic actors' logic of action and how this might change political economy institutions, we propose at first to further specify Höpner's three types of capitalist institutions ("liberal", "coordinated", and "organized") and their respective link with different logics of action. Like Höpner, we focus on firms as central actors.
In accordance with the insights of Cyert and March (1963) we see the rationality of firms as inherently characterized by multiple goals "competing" for the same limited resource:
attention. For the sake of simplicity we reduce these goals to two categories. Following
Lindenberg's goal framing theory (Lindenberg 1983 (Lindenberg , 1992 , we consider that most goals are either "gain" goals or "normative" goals. Gain goals correspond with the preservation or increase of one's resources. As such, they can be linked to utilitarianism and the pursuit of self-interest. Gain goals focus the actor's attention on relative prices, and make them a determining criterion for choosing among courses of action. By contrast, normative goals can be summarized as striving to "do the right thing."
Normative goals focus the actor's attention on the relative appropriateness of options.
They are the motivational embodiment of Durkheim's order of obligation (Streeck 2011) , and often favor collective interests. "Solidarity" is another term for normative goals that is commonly used in the context of political economy. Since firms, like individuals, cannot be attentive to multiple goals at the same time (Cyert and March 1963) , attention is distributed between goals: some get most of the attention -they are salient -while others remain in the background, where they may attenuate the influence of the salient goal on preferences (Etienne 2011 ).
In our definition, logics of action are the various combinations of gain and normative goals. An "opportunistic, non-traditionalist, individualistic, rational-egoistic, and utility maximizing actor disposition" (Streeck 2009b: 27) corresponds obviously with a case where gain goals dominate and normative goals are weak. This combination we may call "opportunism", or "self-interest with guile" to quote Williamson (1985) , since it leaves very little space for others and for non-consequentialist considerations, and encourages the exploitation of any advantage in economic relations. This is the logic of action that is assumed and cultivated by "liberal" institutions.
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However, in some circumstances, firms might also overcome myopic self-interest to voluntarily coordinate with other firms and stakeholders in order to achieve long-term economic success. This corresponds to a logic of "enlightened self-interest" (Williamson 1985) , in which gain goals are still predominant, but they are checked by relatively strong normative background goals (e.g. loyalty, trust), which impose a longer-term view on the pursuit of profit and some consideration for the moral appropriateness of alternative courses of action. Enlightened self-interest is similar to the logic of "weak solidarity", which, as Lindenberg has argued, undergirds cooperative business relationships (Lindenberg 1988; cf. Uzzi 1997 The third logic of action is defined by the precedence of collective interests over individual profits. In this configuration, it is normative goals that dominate, with gain goals taking a secondary place. We may call this logic "strong solidarity" (Lindenberg 1992) as it entails the potential sacrifice of self-interest for the sake not just of long-term material interests, as in the logic of "enlightened self-interest", but even of non-utilitarian goals. 4 This is because actors whose logic of action is dominated by normative goals are hence relatively inattentive to cost-benefit considerations. "Organized" institutions, in Höpner's terminology, correspond to such a logic of action. Höpner also speaks of "Durkheimian institutions" that "force the individual to act in view of ends which are not strictly his own, to make concessions, to consent to compromises, to take into account interests higher than his own"; (Durkheim quoted in Höpner 2007: 10) . In other words, they do not rely on or encourage selfinterest. It is important to distinguish such "institutions of organization" from the previous notion of "institutions of coordination". It should be noted that the VoC literature usually does not distinguish these two aspects, which explains why "coordination" and "organization" are used interchangeably. Following Höpner (2007), we consider that there is an important analytical difference between the two. Therefore, the two terms should not be confounded.
Different types of institutions assume and encourage in economic actors different types of
behaviors that are in turn related to different logics of action. However, it should be noted that the relation between these assumptions and actual behaviors under the institution are not completely determined. There are many reasons why the logic assumed by an institution and actors' actual behaviors may diverge. A complex institutional landscape might foster different logics from one social activity to another, or even encourage more than a single logic within a given social activity. Also, institutions are not the only contextual element that influences logics of action. Sources of influence other than institutions may lead actors to follow logics of action that are in contradiction with the logic that the institution assumes and encourages.
Eventually, an institution and the logic of action of actors under that institution may become "decoupled" (Meyer and Rowan 1977) , as is the case for "weak institutions" that may persist despite their evident mismatch with actual behaviors (Levitsky and Murillo 2009 ).
Possible mismatches notwithstanding, there is considerable evidence that institutions influence actors' preferences and their logic of action (e.g. Bowles 1998 ). Conversely, actors themselves often contribute to shaping their institutional environment in ways that fit their own goals (Jackson 2010) . Hence, there is a complex interaction process between both levels that could lead to alignment between institutions and actors' logics of action. Table 1 illustrates this ideal typical, but not necessary, accordance between logics of action and type of capitalist institution. A purely opportunistic logic corresponds with purely liberal institutions that do not try to bend actors' selfish behaviors. "Institutions of coordination" presuppose and encourage enlightened self-interest, making cooperation possible in the actors' long-term interest. Institutions of organization presuppose and encourage strong solidarity among actors, i.e. a logic that makes sacrifices in the name of the collective good possible.
[insert table 1 about here]
The value added of our conceptualization is that, by reformulating logics of action as the relative weight of gain and normative goals, a shift in logics of action can be studied as a change in the relative strength of gain and normative considerations. For example, if actors in an enlightened self-interest logic were to give increasing importance to gain relative to norms, their logic could shift eventually towards opportunism. The challenge for a theory of institutional change is obviously to account for what may trigger such a change in the goals of corporate actors. This is the object of the next section.
3.2
Step 2: the social mechanism behind shifts in logics of action: goal signaling
The literature suggests that there are many causes and paths through which an actor's goals might change. Different contributions point to the influence of various types of signals.
In political science, Licari and Meier (2000) have argued that policy tools such as taxes had not only the effect of altering relative prices affecting thus cost-benefit calculations, but they also had an additional, "signaling" effect that could alter goals as well. For example, the socalled "sin taxes" on alcohol or tobacco communicate a normative dimension ("it is bad to smoke and drink"). In political economy, Culpepper (2005) has argued that the changing behavior of significant others provided a powerful signal that could induce a profound shift in the behaviors of a group of actors, for example leading that group to abandon commitment to an interest-constraining institution and rather behave opportunistically. In economics, Frey In the short run, signals do not socialize, but they rely on socialization to work. Indeed, for goal signals to be effective, certain disposition must be present already even if only latent, which signals may then activate. Therefore, the success of goal signals is rooted in processes 13 of socialization through which actors may have internalized either normative or gain dispositions (Bowles 1998) . Socializing organizations such as the family, the school, the army, or the church may contribute to nurturing normative dispositions among the population.
These dispositions may then be activated in order to impose constraints on economic actors' self-interested behavior. However, the traditional family, the conscription army, and religion Goal signaling might appear as a catch-all mechanism, since it embodies a single dimension -the capacity to trigger a "goal pull effect" -that is potentially present in many heterogeneous phenomena: behaviors, events, discourses. Yet it leaves also considerable space to the complexity of the real world: in line with recent historical institutionalism, it transforms the assessment of what determines logics of action and their evolution to an empirical enquiry into the multiple goal signals that economic actors may be subject to "in space and time" (Hall 2010) , that is, in particular decision situations.
In sum, we propose to read the environment of corporate actors in terms of the goal signals that this environment sends. Goal signals influence actors' logic of action by affecting the relative strength of gain and normative goals. As such, changes in goal signaling may trigger a shift in logics of action, either towards more opportunism or towards more solidarity.
That may then lead to institutional change, either towards liberalization or towards 14 organization. The typology presented in section 3 and the mechanism presented in section 4
are thus the building blocks of our dynamic framework.
The institutionalization of protection against foreign share ownership in Switzerland
Above, we developed a theoretical framework that can account for a rule-taker driven ("bottom up") change in political economy institutions towards greater "organization"; not just away from it (liberalization). Many political economy scholars may find such a scenario highly unlikely. Indeed, constraints on self-interested behavior are generally considered to occur only when they are imposed by an external force (Höpner 2007 , Korpi 2006 
Methods
The empirical part of this paper is based on a single case study of the Swiss banking sector. We apply a historical institutionalist approach and use an analytical narrative of our case on the basis of abundant archival data. Our core concern is identifying the "logics of action" of economic actors at different points in time.
The Swiss banking industry can be considered as a "critical" or "crucial case" for the phenomenon that we want to explain, i.e. the existence of a voluntary institution of organization. A crucial case is "one that on all dimensions except the dimension of theoretical interest, is predicted not to achieve a certain outcome and yet does so" (Gerring 2007: 232) .
The outcome of interest is the presence of an "institution of organization", which we argue exists in the case at hand. The theoretical dimensions according to which we would predict such institution to be impossible in the present case are the relatively weak, decentralized and non-interventionist state in Switzerland and the weak and fragmented labor movement. As mentioned above, these are the two most-often cited variables that explain why institutions of self-constraint can be imposed on employers. The dimension of theoretical interest to our argument is the prevalence of a "strong solidarity" logic of action among the actors involved, which makes organization possible in spite of the absence of an external force. As we will show below, there is indeed evidence that such a logic of action has been successfully fostered in the Swiss banking industry after 1961. Therefore, as one would expect of a critical case design, the current case would lead us to predict the outcome of interest only based on the dimension we are interested in (strong solidarity behavior), while according to the other dimensions (strong external forces) it constitutes a "least likely case" for the outcome of interest.
Furthermore, our research design allows us to increase explanatory leverage by focusing on a period of time that reaches from before the adoption of a new institution to the time after the adoption of this institution. This allows us to compare actors' behaviors and discourses before and after and to assess whether there was a perceptible change. While in our case the institutional change is not the explanatory but the dependent variable, this research design makes it possible for us to show that the logics of action that prevailed before and after were indeed different (cf. Lieberman 2001).
Like any motivational variable, "logics of action" are notoriously difficult to measure. To tackle this challenge, we make full use of statements made by economic actors in confidential meetings behind closed doors, and thus least likely to be hypocritical "cheap talk". The choice of our case allows us to further increase the explanatory leverage of our study by attenuating a problem common to many studies that argue that employers voluntarily agree to establish institutions that impose self-restraint. Indeed, Korpi (2006) criticizes such studies, because they often focus on the late stages in a policy-making process. At that stage, strategic considerations may push employers to accept institutions of self-restraint even though they are against their "fundamental preferences". The case we are analyzing is pre-political. That 16 is, it is a case of self-regulation before the issue had become subject to the official policy process. This implies that one important explanatory variable -labor power -can be eliminated as direct influence on the outcome. We consider that the pre-political nature of the case at hand allows us to come closer to identifying what Korpi (2006: 170) calls employers' first-order-preferences, as opposed to their "second best-" or "strategic preferences". In Gerring's (2007: 238) terms our case is hence a "pathway case" that allows us to investigate the impact of one explanatory variable (the prevalence of a strong solidarity logic of action)
on an outcome variable (the existence of an institution of organization), while eliminating -or at least reducing -the possible confounding influence of a competing explanatory variable (labor power).
We further strengthen our analysis by making a number of counterfactuals that test not only our own theory but also the firms-as-pure-utility-maximizers approach. Counterfactuals are a central element of hypothesis testing in historical political science (e.g. Fearon 1991;
Kiser and Levi 1996). shares did not depend on the registration of the buyer in the stock ledger (Lüpold 2008: 864-5) . This legal ambiguity made it possible that the company did not recognize the buyer of a share as shareholder, but the shareholder legally owned the stock certificate. Since the 1940s legal experts had debated the implications of the non-registration for the owner of the stock.
Swiss Shares in Foreign
One legal doctrine stated that the rights appending to a share could not be "divided", which implied that refusal to be registered in the stock ledger meant that the buyer of a share Consequently, while foreign investors were still able to purchase registered stock subject to Vinkulierung (so-called "bound shares") they had no guarantee that they would actually be able to benefit from the financial rights appending to the shares. In order to circumvent this problem, many Swiss banks started to use one of two ways around the Vinkulierung procedure. Firstly, some banks established investment trusts, which invested in Swiss stock but were open to foreign investors. The official owner of the shares was the Swiss bank behind the trust, or the investment trust itself, while the ultimate beneficial owner may have been foreign. Secondly, banks also started using Swiss "straw men" -often a bank employee -to register stock on behalf of foreign clients. Such opportunistic practices were strongly criticized by non-financial firms.
In reaction, an increasing number of companies included in their bylaws a provision that simply prohibited foreign ownership of its shares or prohibited artificial persons -such as investment trusts -from holding shares.
Another challenge to the Vinkulierung regime came in 1957 when the Swiss Supreme
Court -the Federal Tribunal -ruled that the Stock Company Law had to be interpreted in accordance with the above-mentioned "theory of division". 5 In the early 1960s, the material interests of banks and non-financial companies were hence diametrically opposed. This is illustrated by the tensions that existed between the two sides. Thus, Alfred Schaefer, vice-president of the SBA and chairman of the board of the Union Bank of Switzerland, lamented after an initial meeting with the industrial companies that their mood was "anything but bank-friendly". He referred to the resentment of companies over banks' willingness to act as "straw men" for foreign buyers and mentioned "rather fierce statements" during the meeting (Minutes of the 238th meeting of the BoD of the SBA ; March 15th, 1961, p.8) . At the meeting, the representative of Nestle for instance, complained bitterly about the fact that banks "exploited unscrupulously" the Federal Tribunal's ruling (memo Lusser a, p.3, our translation).
At first, different bankers opposed the gentlemen's agreement of 1961 strongly because of its negative impact on the liquidity of shares and hence on the banks' material interests (Lüpold 2008: 874) . Consequently, the SBA attempted to obtain different concessions from the industrial companies in exchange for their help. Thus, the SBA wanted industrial companies to refrain from limiting the number of shares that Swiss shareholders could hold, to stop rejecting shareholders without giving any reason, and provide banks with a quota of bound shares that could explicitly be sold to foreigners (memo Lusser a, p.4). The companies refused all these concessions and the GA of 1961 consequently did not mention these points.
One vague commitment that the banks got from the non-financial companies was to refrain in the future from reinforcing Vinkulierung criteria. Yet, this promise was clearly not kept, as is illustrated by the increasing number of firms that adopted limitations to the transfer of their shares up until the 1990s.
Also, banks attempted to get a commitment from companies not to exclude Swiss institutional investors anymore. This commitment was at first accepted by the companies.
One could hence argue that this concession provided banks with a material interest in accepting the GA. However, the practice of refusing legal persons as shareholders continued and the companies' commitment was explicitly abandoned just a year after the signing of the GA (Lüpold 2008: 877) . This does not appear to have impacted the banks' respecting the GA in any significant way, which indicates that the material counter-part was not what motivated banks to accept the agreement.
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In short, the agreement of April 1961 went -at least in the form it was implemented -in all points against the banks' material interests. With its adoption by the SBA, banks committed to support industrial companies in preventing foreigners from acquiring the stock of Swiss companies without any significant concession that would have compensated for their losses. In this sense the GA imposed a "collective goal"' (keeping Swiss companies in Swiss hands) on banks that went against their profit-making motive. As such, the GA is clearly an 'institution of organization' in Höpner's (2007) sense. This implies that the banks' collective behavior shifted from opportunism (selling Swiss stocks to foreigners against the issuers' will) to a strong form of self-restraint, i.e. one that went not just against their short-term, but Moreover, if the aim of the agreement was to avoid state intervention, the strategy failed miserably: in 1965, the government initiated an encompassing reform of the stock corporations law, which aimed, among other things, at addressing the question of Vinkulierung. If avoiding state intervention was a direct material motivation for banks to initiate this agreement, then how can we explain that banks continued to respect the GA once the state intervened anyway? The materialist interpretation would lead us to assume that banks might go back to selling shares to foreigners, as state intervention could not be prevented. We argue that the reason why banks did not abandon the GA is that their logic of action when it came to trading shares shifted to becoming more influenced by a normative element. This normative element was the banks' moral obligation to support Swiss companies' opposition to foreign influence. In other words, as far as trading shares was concerned, this normative goal had taken a greater importance in the bankers' logic than gain considerations. This is not to say that the latter had disappeared, which would be a very unrealistic claim indeed: simply, they had taken a secondary role as far as that particular activity of shares trading was concerned.
Further evidence against the "shadow of the state" interpretation is that the reform of 1965 clearly showed that the business elite had little to fear from state intervention due to the power relations within the Swiss polity. Indeed, the very consensual political process provided many "veto points" for economic actors to block too extreme reform proposals, which they did extensively. As a result, the reform nearly broke down several times and the new law was only adopted in 1991, after nearly thirty years of negotiations (cf. Schnyder 2008). To be sure, the actors at the time may not have anticipated their ability to block the most far-reaching reforms (although this is unlikely considering that the power relations in
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Switzerland have always been very clearly favorable to centre-right parties and economic interests). Still, the question arises: why would banks stick with such an unfavorable agreement once the reform was underway if its only -or even just its most important goalwas to avoid state intervention? In fact, they could probably have obtained a better deal in Parliament. Therefore, the above-mentioned "postulate Schürmann" and the looming "shadow of hierarchy" certainly pushed bankers into action and constituted an important argument for the SBA's board in convincing the member banks to change their behavior.
However, they do not explain the form that the GA took and in particular that the banks accepted an agreement that went completely against their material interests. Other solutions were conceivable and indeed debated (e.g. giving banks a quota of shares that could be sold abroad). In spite of the fact that the non-financial companies did not accept these alternatives, the banks committed to the GA. This constitutes strong evidence that material interests were not the banks' main concern in this instance.
An alternative explanation based on the "null hypothesis" that material interests alone explain behaviors would be that banks did perceive their own long-term material interests to be linked to the question of foreign ownership. Indeed, this issue had proved a major problem during World War 2 when the US government decided that -due to the identity of its ultimate beneficial owners -the Swiss company Interhandel AG had to be considered as a German company, and seized its assets in the US in 1942. After the war, the conflict dragged on until the mid-1960s when the US government and Interhandel reached an out of court settlement. During the post-war years, both economic and political actors often used the conflict around Interhandel as the main reason -or excuse -to be wary of foreign influence over Swiss companies. It has arguably contributed to an "overforeignization psychosis"
(Überfremdungspychose) among the Swiss business elite (Lüpold 2008: 885) . Therefore one could construct a -long-term and rather vague -material interest of banks in preventing foreign ownership. It is indeed always possible to construct such a material motivation. Sen (1977: 322) argues that "[i]t is possible to define a person's interests in such a way that no matter what he does he can be seen to be furthering his own interests in every isolated act of 24 choice". The main problem with interpreting the evidence in such a way is that it does not allow us to explain why banks would disregard such long-term considerations before the 1957 ruling and pay attention to them afterwards, or why their perceived material interests would suddenly shift from extensively doing business with foreign investors (between 1942 and 1957 ) to avoiding foreign influence over Swiss firms (after 1961) . In other words, while an explanation referring to actors' long-term self-interest may explain why an institution like the GA exists, it does not allow us to understand the change from short-term opportunism (before 1957) to long-term self-interest (after 1961). Here our GFT-based approach clearly provides more explanatory power.
We also fail to identify any strong evidence of altered relative prices of trading shares with foreigners. From a purely gain-oriented perspective, such a change in relative prices could explain the shift in bankers' practices, from selling Swiss stock to foreigners, to not doing so. Therefore, we concluded that the SBA initiative to stop its member banks from selling stock to foreign investors and the banks' adhering to this recommendationindependently of whether the initial motivation was to prevent state intervention or notimplies that banks moved from profit-seeking behavior to submitting their material interests to a "collective interest". This volte-face is difficult to explain based on purely material interests even if they are defined as long-term interests.
This remarkable episode can hence be understood as a collective shift in the logic of action from opportunism to strong solidarity with industrialists. The reinforcement of the banks' normative goals relative to their gain goals made the "organization" of this aspect of Swiss capitalism possible, where previously banks pursued profit-maximizing strategies. The prevalence of normative goals over gain goals explains why banks voluntarily adopted a materially disadvantageous agreement, when the Supreme Court had effectively made it easier for them to pursue their material self-interest. This is not to say that banks had become completely insensitive to gain goals, but simply that the GA institutionalized and signaled that normative considerations had to be taken into account when buying and selling stock.
Support for our interpretation comes from the focus of the banks' argumentation on the "national interest" and the perceived patriotic duty of banks to support Swiss companies. The final version of the GA makes it clear that banks did not support the practice of Vinkulierung due to its negative impact on the liquidity of shares. Yet, they appealed to the national interest to justify the sacrifices that banks had to make. Thus, the GA states:
"For obvious reasons, the banks are in the first place interested in the free circulation of securities.
[…] The banks hope that the industrial companies will henceforth abstain from limiting the transferability of registered shares through their articles of incorporation and
[renounce], in particular, to transform their bearer shares into registered shares.
[…] For one, the signal of support for the banks' opportunism sent by the Court was inherently weak: it was well known that the Federal Tribunal's decision had been taken at a short majority (4 votes against 3) and one of the Justices involved -Hans Tschopp -publicly stated sometime after the ruling that the Tribunal would probably not take the same decision 26 again. 12 This signaled economic actors that support for the "theory of division" was relatively weak even within the juridical sphere.
Our Board of Directors […] considers that it is -despite the above [reservations] -the Swiss banks' duty to support the industry in its efforts when it is in
Moreover, important actors such as the chemical company Geigy AG and its chairman Carl Koechlin played a crucial role in the shift toward a logic of strong solidarity. Indeed, it
was Geigy who sought to convince policy makers, economic actors, and the press that the ruling of 1957 jeopardized the independence of the Swiss economy (Lüpold 2008: 870 ). It appears that at the time Geigy was under a real takeover threat stemming from American competitors and had hence an immediate material interest in the issue (Lüpold 2008: 871) .
Other actors involved and in particular the banks were not facing similar issues, and all did not buy into Geigy's alarmist argumentation. The Journal de Genève for instance rejected the measures against foreign influence, adopted by Geigy, calling them "draconian and very questionable" (Journal de Genève April 10 th , 1961 ). Yet, clearly Geigy's strategic normative signaling tapped into the "ideology of vulnerability" that is widespread in small countries (Katzenstein 1985) , and contributed to shifting others' attention away from gain goals towards collective interests.
More generally, the late 1950s and early 1960s where a time in Switzerland where nationalistic "signals" were abundant not just in relation with the question of share ownership.
One example is the establishment in 1961 of an anti-immigration party with the name "National Action against the Over-foreignization of Nation and Country" (Nationale Aktion gegen die Überfremdung von Volk und Heimat) . This illustrates a renewed concern since the late 1950s with the "over-foreignization" of Switzerland that first appeared as a political issue during the 1930s. 13 The Swiss concern with its "neutrality" in case of a new armed-conflict was also fueled by recurring tensions at the international level (Khrushchev's accession to 
Discussion & Conclusion
In this paper we have explored the possibility that political economy institutions might evolve in a direction opposite to liberalization, as a result of a shift brought about by economic actors themselves. This unlikely scenario can be theorized by combining recent scholarship in historical institutionalist political economy and theories of action developed outside that field. We started from the important insight that bottom-up change can be conceptualized as a collective shift in actors' logics of action. We have argued that despite this insight and an increasing focus on actors' behaviors in institutional theory, there are relatively few theoretical tools to understand what exactly such shifts involve, how they relate to particular "models" of capitalism, and what causes them. We have developed a conceptual framework, which complements historical institutionalist approaches in political economy by relating different logics of action to different models of capitalism, and by specifying a social mechanism -"goal signaling" -that mediates the influence of the environment on logics of action. The theoretical framework we developed contributes to filling the gap in current institutional theory regarding the explanation of how and in what circumstance a collective shift in logics of action may happen. We then presented the critical case of a Gentleman's Agreement adopted by Swiss bankers in 1961, by which bankers committed to refrain from 28 selling Swiss companies' stocks to foreigners. We showed that our framework is able to explain not just processes of liberalization -for which the notion of change as shift in logics of action was initially developed -, but also processes of "embedding" economic activity in a normative framework.
Indeed, the GA of 1961 constitutes an example where a shift from opportunism towards a strong solidarity logic permitted to reinforce an institution that had been challenged both exogenously (the ruling of the Federal Tribunal) and endogenously (banks finding ways to sell Swiss stock to foreigners). The shift constitutes in this instance a reproductive mechanism through which continuity of practice is achieved by rule takers through informal institutions.
The GA of 1961 was an institution of organization. It imposed collective objectives on banks that were not in their material interest. It went hence beyond an institution of coordination, which essentially aims at solving collective action problems in order to increase profitability in the long run. It is always difficult to impute motives to actors. Therefore, our claim that the GA was an institution of organization may not be unambiguous. Readers may be inclined to favor a reading that does not reject the "null hypothesis" that, when adhering to the GA, bankers were motivated only by profit maximization. However, in our view, the evidence for an interpretation of the GA as an outcome of self-interested behavior is weaker than for an interpretation in terms of normative behavior. Nevertheless, we do not completely reject the explanation through material interests and indeed our theoretical framework assumes that normative and material motivations co-exist in any given logic of action. In that sense, we do not argue that institutions of organization imply completely selfless actors, but rather actors whose behaviours may be structured by their environment so that they are relatively insensitive to gain/loss considerations and relatively more sensitive to normative considerations ("do the right thing"). Indeed, the evidence points towards a situation where the normative concern with the "national interest" dominated the material concern with profitmaking, leading to the emergence of a voluntaristic institution of organization.
This example holds important lessons for historical institutionalism in terms of the preconditions for "organization" in Höpner's sense. A self-regulatory institutional 29 arrangement that goes beyond mere "coordination" seems counterintuitive from a historical institutionalist perspective. Höpner for instance argues that voluntaristic institutions come about in order to "coordinate" actors' behaviors in a way that increases in the long run the overall payoff for the actors involved. Like institutions in rational choice institutionalism, such "Williamsonian institutions" solve collective action problems. "Organization", on the other hand would require some form of external force -e.g. the state -to impose "public interest" concerns on profit-orientated economic actors (Höpner 2007: 10-1 ). Yet, the GA of 1961 shows that economic actors may establish such institutions of organization and maintain them over time without state intervention.
Due to its voluntaristic nature, the GA belongs to a different type of institutions than
Höpner's 'Durkheimian institutions' precisely because it is neither imposed nor enforced by an external force. This type of institutions is more compatible with a Parsonsian conception of internalized norms, which goes a step further than the way in which Höpner defines Durkheimian institutions. 14 "Parsonsian institutions" imply that actors have internalized the moral obligation to act in the appropriate way. This internalization of moral obligations explains why "strong solidarity" can emerge even in the absence of a powerful state or labor movement pushing economic actors towards self-restraint. This also explains why even in countries with weak central states and weak labor counterweights to the power of businesslike Switzerland -organized institutions could emerge and last. It is certainly telling, however, that in the Swiss case strong solidarity existed in an area where only members of the business elite were concerned, while the employee side was excluded. Thus, the possibility of institutions of organization to emerge voluntarily may depend on the group to which actors' solidaristic dispositions apply. In other words, even within "organized" capitalism, the strength -or rather the "reach" -of solidarity (within group or beyond one's own group) may vary. 15 We have argued that voluntary institutions of organization are almost completely ignored in the historical institutionalist literature and that "embedding" of capitalism is relatively less well studied than liberalization. This raises the question of how common such institutions and 30 this type of institutional change are. The literature suggests that such occurrences are highly unlikely. However, the literature is not without bias. We agree with Crouch and Keune that "a key problem" of neo-institutionalist analysis is that it "often starts from an assumption of homogeneity, that is, it depicts the institutions of a society as highly systematic, with everything operating according to a single logic, with endogenous actors operating within a single action space. " (2005: 83) . Accordingly, cases such as ours, which do not "fit" into a given society's "model", might be more frequent than we know, because scholars might have a tendency to not see them or discount them as noise. The relative rarity of such a pattern of change is a matter to be explored in future studies.
Our empirical case speaks directly to Streeck's (2009a) arguments on the inevitable march of capitalism towards liberalization / disorganization. Streeck has argued that capitalists tend to share an "ethos of unruliness" (p. 4), which leads them to continually undermine collective institutions that impose social obligations on individual actors, and to replace them "with economically expedient contractual arrangements that are voluntary rather than obligatory" (p. 5). Our empirical study contradicts this view, by showing that capitalists actively worked to set up a voluntary institution that imposed social obligations on individual actors. Streeck acknowledges the existence of solidaristic behaviors among economic actors, but he sees that motive as exceedingly weak. He writes: "Solidarity, again, is not unknown to capitalists, and neither are the advantages of economic traditionalism; but the moment a potential winner exits in entrepreneurial pursuit of new ways, as capitalists can always legitimately do in a capitalist world, nobody can afford to be left behind in a solidaristic community of losers" (p.245). What we are showing, however, is a case where "potential winners", whose opportunistic behavior had the backing of the courts, were successfully disciplined by their peers and returned hence to the "community of losers". Again, scholars might argue that such examples are exceptional. Yet, their very existence implies that theories of capitalist institutions such as Streeck's are too limited.
Our proposal to extend theories of capitalist institutions implies refining the underlying "model of man" commonly used in political economy. Such a model can be drawn from 31 advances in the theorization of rationality. We have built on Linbenberg's goal framing theory, which offers a model of man pursuing multiple and heterogeneous goals, with some of these goals taking prominence as a function of decision environments. In our view, this directly speaks to the way agency is approached in current scholarship in political economy.
Indeed, while assumptions of self-interested behavior still dominate, many references to other motives can be found.
To give but one example, Walter Korpi's Power Resource Approach (PRA) strongly relies on materialistic goals and on power relations as the only constraint on selfish utility maximization (2006, 2001) . In particular, Korpi considers that in a capitalist system, the employers' interests will always be to make profits (Korpi 2006: 172) . He therefore quite explicitly assumes that material interests constitute in capitalist societies stable and universal pre-strategic preferences. Nevertheless, Korpi (2006: fn 18) In another piece, Korpi (2001) is somewhat more explicit about the model of man underlying the PRA. Korpi (2001: 249f.) explains that societal cleavages can be "accentuated" or "downplayed" by certain institutions, leading to the formation of specific "values, interests and identities" among citizens. Influential actors can then strategically use such identities to overcome collective action problems and push into action individuals who define their "interests with reference to the values and identities of the collectivity" (p.250). An individual that is part of such a "social movement" would hence not be "rational" in a strict, material sense, but would be part of a Weberian "value rational" collective action (ibid.). This discussion softens considerably his otherwise strongly materialistic approach to rationality and seems perfectly compatible with our conception of rationality and motivations. However, like many political economists, Korpi essentially leaves it at that and does not undertake any 32 attempt to integrate these insights into a coherent theory of human action. This is precisely where our approach makes a contribution to improving the micro-foundations of institutionalism. It offers elements of a micro-level theory of what motivates actors and provides us with tools to specify how these motivations are embedded in actors' social environment. This study attempted to illustrate that such an approach can indeed make an important contribution to our understanding of empirical phenomena in the field of political economy. term to distinguish "socially and politically" more embedded forms of capitalism than the "normal capitalism" of the Anglo-American brand (Streeck 2001: 1) . In our usage of the term it encompasses two distinct types of "embedding" of economic relationships, one has come to be known as "coordination" the other one as "organisation" (see below for more details). Non-liberal change is hence a move away from less embedded forms of markets towards markets that are more strongly constrained by hard and soft institutions.
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